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This is the book that we hope will create a 1000 ventures! Irish entrepreneurs don't have a lot
of time yet they urgently need sources of funding to get their growing businesses off the
ground. That's why we've written this book: Time and money. We make sure that it doesn't
take much time for an entrepreneur to become fully familiar with the funding environment in the
Island of Ireland. This book is packed with information condensed to a form that a business
person can consume easily about how to secure financial backing. It is fully updated more than
80 phone numbers and 120 Web sites for dozens of programmes and venture capitalists on
the Island of Ireland who have money for start-up and expanding enterprises. "If it's what you
need, you'll not find a better book (any book)."
Determining the earliest point in time at which international law authorises a state to exercise
its inherent right of self-defence is an issue which has been debated, but unsatisfactorily
reasoned, by scholars and states since the 1960’s. Yet it remains arguably the most pressing
question of law that faces the international community. This book unravels the legal and factual
complications which have obscured the answer to this question. In contrast to most other
works, it takes an historic approach by tracing the evolution of the rights, rules and principles of
international law which have governed the use of force by states since the 16th century. Its
emphasis on self-defence provides the reader with a new and complete understanding of how
and why the international legal framework limits defensive force to repelling an imminent threat
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or use of offensive force which is directed at the territory of a state. Taking an historic approach
enables this book to resurrect an understanding of the human defensive instinct which has
guided the formation of the international law of self-defence. It also explains the true legal
nature and scope of the inherent right of self-defence, of anticipatory self-defence and provides
a definition of the legal commencement of an armed attack for the purpose of Article 51 of the
Charter. Finally, the reader will receive a unique source of research materials and analysis of
state practice and of scholarly works concerning self-defence and the use of force since the
16th century, which is suitable for all readers of international law around the world.
??????????????,??????????????????????????????????????
Assists the legal profession in citing legal authorities according to the rules given in The
Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation, 19th ed. (2010). This title is a companion to The
Bluebook, not a replacement and applies Bluebook rules to a representative collection of
common legal authorities. The citations included are based on Bluebook rules, and the
abbreviations are those found in The Bluebook or derived from its guidelines. Enhancements
to this edition include: revised and expanded treatment for citing Internet and electronic media;
additional examples for citing federal administrative and executive materials; updated
references to state court case citation rules, with examples; expanded treatment for citing state
session law services; more examples for citing international sources; and expanded treatment
of public domain citations.
Known for fastidious revising and streamlining, the authors account for the latest scholarship in
the field and offer rock-solid analysis of recent landmark cases, including as all the important
opinions handed down through 2011. Building on the successes of the 7th edition, the book's
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clean layout and design clearly distinguishes between commentary and opinion excerpts. Not
only does the design make the book an easier read for students, it effectively showcases
photos, justice biographies, and the "Aftermath" and "Global Perspective" sidebars. And based
on positive user feedback, the authors have added even more Aftermath boxes in this new
edition.

This volume examines the role of apologia and apology in response to public attack.
Author Keith Michael Hearit provides an introduction to these common components of
public life, and considers a diverse list of subjects, from public figures and individuals to
corporations and institutions. He explores the motivations and rationales behind
apologies, and considers the ethics and legal liabilities of these actions. Hearit provides
case studies throughout the volume, with many familiar examples from recent events in
the United States, as well as an international apology-making case from Japan. The
broad-perspective approach of this volume makes the content relevant and appealing
to practitioners and scholars in public relations, business communications, and
management. It is a valuable text for courses that take a discursive approach to public
relations, and it also appeals to readers in business management, examining apology
as a response strategy to corporate crises.
A guide to the 5490 books in these fields in the TAustralian Books in Print' database as
at June 1992, and out-of-print titles notified since December 1989, with titles indexed
under 3617 subject headings.
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The definitive guide to starting your own record company.

?????
In today’s fast-moving music industry, what does it take to build a life-long
career? Now more than ever, all those working in music need to be aware of
many aspects of the business, and take control of their own careers.
Understanding the Music Business offers students a concise yet comprehensive
overview of the rapidly evolving music industry, rooted in real-world experiences.
Anchored by a wealth of career profiles and case studies, this second edition has
been updated throughout to include the most important contemporary
developments, including the advent of streaming and the shift to a DIY paradigm.
A new "Both Sides Now" feature helps readers understand differing opinions on
key issues. Highly readable, Understanding the Music Business is the perfect
introduction for anyone seeking to understand how musical talents connect to
making a living.
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